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Finance Committee Recommends Three Stores ’Spardi, B.C.’ Garners Prize
Get Prizes
FM Budget; Council’s Decision In Contest In ’62 Homecoming Parade

,11.

the
Only one step remains tor
untangling of red tape from the
current FM station controversy,
Committee
as the ASB Finance
seconded at a Friday meeting the
by
earlier recommendation made
President’s Advisory
the College
Committee 011 ASB Finances.
Accorling to Pat Butler, chairCommitman oi the ASB Finance
tee the recommendation stated
that "the Student Council appropriate S.1.330 from the 1962-63
General Fund to the FM station
account and that the continuation
of this allocation in future years
shall be contingent upon, it the
amount of service that this new
endeavor in actuality shall render

before the Student Council for
final approval Wednesday.
Following the recommendation
of the president’s committee, the
six-member ASH committee advised that "the budget shall not
go over 155,000 in any 12 -month
period."
Dr. Clarence E. Flick, general
faculty manager for the FM station, and two students spoke to
the committee at its Friday afternoon se,sion

Should the Student Council disregard the recommendation and
refuse to make the allocation,
there is little probability that the
station will begin operation, said
Dr. Flick. "There are no other
funds available," he added.
"The program during the coming
year should provide some measure
of the service and value of the
station," Dr. Flick remarked. "We
appreciate the fact that they recommended the move for this year."

Non-Existent Fires
012 r,lean AInt-mc

PEACOCK

"Spardi Was There" and Sp.,.
brought trophies to three St.,.
entered in the Downtown ’Al.; chants’ Window display contest
First place winner WilS J. C
Penny’s Co., First and Santa Clara
Streets; second, Flowers by Rose
Marie, 525 E. Santa Clara, and
third, Masher’s Ltd., 50 S. Fourth
St.
Entries were judged on originality and effort, according to
Bill Bast, chairman of the contest.
More than 26 stores competed
in the contest. Judges included
Dr. Leon Quera, associate professor of advertising: Homecoming
Queen Elaine Halvorsen, and students Penny Furtney, Judy Hill

SI %MoTo
Spaoli. dressed in leopard skin
and carrying a club, also carried
home the sweepstakes tmphy for
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and
Delta Gamma sorority in Saturday’s Homecoming parade.
Crowds began lining the parade
route at 9 a.m, anticipating the
9:30 starting time. The Homecoming theme of "Spardi Was There"
was carried out by the 14 float
and 18 novelty division entries,
The ATO-DG winning float, entitled "Spardi, B.C.," showed a
caveman Spardi dragging an unconscious Loho, wolf mascot of SJS’
Homecoming rival, the University
of N0U, Menden behind him
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ley "Dud" DeGroot.
Spaitan football coach, led the parade.
He was followed la the San Jose
State band and Homecoming Queen
Elaine Halvorsen and her court.
Forty-seven units participated in
the parade that ran down First
and Second Streets, Floats were
displayed on Eighth Street near
San Carlos following the parade.
Friday night several thousand
students jammed into a parking
lot adjacent to the Santa Clara
County Fairgrounds for the 11,p
0

r

io Immunization
Type II Slated
Locations
can be likened to any
icious killer.
icians and community
are zeroing in on the
1 disease and have set a
date, Nov. 4, as K.O. Polio
objective is to remove the
of Type II polio from the
Type II oral polio vaccine
dispensed at the same loas the Sept. 23, K.O. Polio
’.rlward B. Shaw. San Fran"There has
pillttYsicTianype
le
safid,Th
l polio en th
rea in recent years- none
past two years. But that
mean that it can’t strike
t any time with sudden,
fling fury..

intionai Bfi
onre
Henry Mancini. orchestra leader.
and the Wayfarers. folk singing
group, made it special appearance
at the rally The entertainers performed later at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
Highlighting the evening was the
burning of a 464001 high bonfire.
The Spartanettes. yell lea.
the Homecoming Queer.
court appeared at the rah; oiso .

Poster Contest
Begms Today
The t ...mmunity Service- tomtee,
cooperation with the
Sr
.an Jose State AFROTC detachment. will sponsor a Blood Drive
Poster Contest beginning today,
and extending through Nov. 9.
Posters can be any size and will
he judged on their slogan, technique and appropriateness. Judging will be done by Al Gillaland,
public relations chairman for the
Vol lint eer Blood Dri,.e. covering
four counties. Maj. Joe F. Tarpley. head 4if the Air Science Department. and a third yet to be
anmainced.
The deadline for submitting
posters is Nov. 9. It p.m. They must
he turned in to the A..tivity Office,
Adm942.
Art instructors are asked not
to enter the competition. but the
contest is open to art students
and faculty of all other depart men,s.

This year’s drive will be held
nteers are meaning tide- Nov. 29 at Hoover Hall. Last
s P.-C.’ Area coonin all
(rds
semester’s)as it drive smashed all rec; .,
.11,3 on Type
anw
yielded 308 pints in
o and
II oral the day-lon.g
collection.
!. The r
- to call in
In last semester’s drive. the 308
e: 248-9783
...e previous
Clara
pints given suipasse t
ii
’1 968’7137 semester’, record at 227 pints.
co"
counts
The 308 were cleared from 350
, who signed pledge ’

Debate To View
Cuba Opinions
At Alien Hall

Union,

cha rman;

Jesse

:lub president; Richard
ins+ Communism; and Ray
of TASC (Toward An
1Uni+y)

I To Discuss
man Problems
John A. Hawgood, professor
dern history and Chairman
School

of History at

the

1,000 01 pi
,
-’fit inc controversial debates. Ai Hall hinight offers the opinions
and relative middle, left,
binking stialeni leal10r, on the
in Cuba.
,splosive ..ii :it
’Vermeil a -panel disagreement,"
the discussion will present reprf,
sentatives from TASC IToward
Vn Active Student Community
Student Peace Union). the
IS Democratic Club. the Young
i:eatiblioans. and SAC ;Students
.\gainst Communism,.
Each ot the participants will he
given time for an opening statement. according to Bernard Seovide, publicity chairman for the
-The statements will he
event
rather short ones. though.’ Scoville said. -so we eon leat maximum time for (11SCIrsiil,n and questions from the audience’
Moderator will lw lilt n Sanas,
9 resident assistant at Allen Hall.
Tonight’s speakers will 1:e. Brian
Padlock. chairman of SP1’, Ray
Grueneich, chairman of TASC,
Jesse Torres, president of the &IS
Democratic Club, YR President
Ron Birchard: and Richard Reeh.
of Student,: Against Communism.
The public is invited to the
I

vity of Birmingham. Engvin speak Wednesday morn 10 :In in Concert }Tall on
.any, East and Wes,
’
Personality."
distinguished British p
author of six hooks. c.
his Ph.D. at the Universo
sirlelherg and has lecture
rman and Austrian univer’the Freshman tlass syt II meet
and many colleges and uni- amitiv ,it
:to pin in E132 to disHi
?he
s
A
t’s
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aiss the requirements and election
Hatt good will discuss lhe if FreSIUT11111 CIIIMS cheerleaders
Ms of the two Germanies Ind hear otrumittee reports. .lone
ny possible solutions hi the Scott, secretary, urges all inter.
IC.
ested freshmen to attend.
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Finance Committee Recommends’ Threetores ’SpardB.C.’ Garners Prize
Prizes In ’62 Homecoming Parade
FM Budget; Council’s Deci sion Get
In Contest
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Only one step remains tor the
tangling of red tape from the
current FM station controversy,
the ASH Finance Committee
,reonded at a Friday meeting the
earlier recommendation made by
Advisory
the College President’s
Cemmittee on ASH Finances.
According to Pat Butler, chair0 f the ASH Finance Committee. the recommendation stated
that "the Student Council appro.
rime S.I.330 from the 1962-63
rleneral Fund to the FM station
neount and that the continuation
,1 this allocation in future years
diali he contingent upon. 1; the
:mount of service that this new
endeavor in actuality shall render

Should the Student Council disregard the recommendation and
refuse to make the allocation,
there is little probability that the
station will begin operation, said
Dr. Flick. "There are no other
funds available," he added.
"The program during the coming
year should provide some measure
of the service and value of the
station," Dr. Flick remarked. "We
appreciate the fact that they recommended the move for this year."

Non-Existent Fires
’)12

plean.

S)S

Ai
164

before the Student Council for
final approval Wednesday.
Following the recommendation
of the president’s committee, the
six-member ASH committee advised that "the budget shall not
go over $5,000 in any 12 -month
period."
Dr. Clarence E. Flick, general
faculty manager for the FM station, and two students spoke to
the committee at its Friday afternoon session

The

TODAY
sm.Bonfire rally in field ad cent to Santa Clara County
fairgrounds
,m,Benny Goodman concert in
Norris Dailey Auditorium.

Almrrric

"Spardi Was There" anti *soli ,
brought trophies to three stores
entered in the Downtown Merchants’ Window display contest.
First place winner was J. C.
Penny’s Co., First and Santa Clara
Streets; second, Flowers by Rose
Marie, 525 E. Santa Clara, and
third, Mosher’s Ltd., 50 S. Fourth
St.
Entries were judged on originality and effort, according to
Bill Bast, chairman of the contest.
More than 26 stores competed
in the contest. Judges included
Dr. Leon Quera, associate professor of advertising; Homecoming
Queen Elaine Halvorsen, and students Penny Furtney, Judy Hill

Its
1 VNIAMOTO
in leopard skin,
Spa.. .
and carrying to club, also carried
home the sweepstakes trophy for
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and
Delta Gamma sorority in Saturday’s Homecoming parade.
j
Crowds began lining the parade
route at 9 a.m. anticipating the
9:30 starting time. The Homecoming theme of "Spann \Vas There"
was carried out by the 14 float
and 18 novelty. division entries.
j
The ATO-DG winning float. entitled "Spardi, B.C.," showed a
caveman Spann dragging an unconscious Lobo, wolf ma.seot of SJS’
Homecoming rival, the University

PEACOCK

DildlPy S. "Dud" DeGroot 1’d MI’ /9.30 Spartans to their only unbeaten and untied football
season. He’ll be back tomorrow as Grand Marshal
in the Homer rrrrr ing parade. For a glimpse of one of
SJS’ most beloved personalities. SIP
page

.1

when Spartan football teams compiled a streak of
12 consecutive winning seasons, winning more games
than they lost each year. For a brief glance of y-esterday’s heroes, see
Page

5

in the 1020’s when the band remained in the stands
and played marches. Now, it shares the gridiron with
the team during colorful halftime shows. See . . . Page

By KEITH TAKAHASHI
Who says college spirit is dead?
If this is true, then student apathy, like a dormant cocoon, goes
through metamorphosis once a
year.
The emerging product is Homecoming, filled with its queens, bonfire rallies, parades, dances and
pageantry.
Colleges across the nation, big
and small, ivy-covered or young,
go all out for the yearly event.
One of the big events of every
Homecoming is the choice of a
campus lovely to reign over the
big-game festivities.

*
6

when these alumni were in the undergraduate ranks
of a much smaller college. What do they remeniber
most about SJS? For a bit of nostalgia, their
memories are on
Page /0
. . when the campus of San hae State College was
much more compact. Since 1052, 30 buildings have
been added to provide nearly seven times the floor
space available 111 years ago. See
page II

*
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aQnlity and
.5 of form.
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13

when football was just a simple game. If ’ithrrut
television or radio. the game was played without
the fanfare that has made it the greatest spectator
sport today. For the story on how complicated the
page I-1
game has become. See
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Henry Mancini, orchestra leader,
and the Wajfarers. folk singing
group, made a special appearance
at the rally The entertainers performed later at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
Highlighting the evening was the
burning of a 40-foot high bonfire.
The Spartanettes. yell leaders, and
the Homecoming Queen and her
court appeared at the rally also.

Poster Contest
Begins Today
The Community Services Committee. in cooperation with the
San Jose Stale AFROTC detachment, will sponsor a Blood Drive
Poster Contest beginning today,
and extending through Nov. 9.
Posters can be any size and will
he judged on their slogan, technique and appropriateness. Judeing will be done by Al Gillaland,
public relations chairman for the
Volunteer Blood Drive. covering
four counties. Maj. Joe F. Tarpley. head of the Air Science Department. and a third yet to be
announced.
The deadline tor submitting
posters: is NM. 9. 3 p.m. They must
e turned in to the At sit y Office,
A ’-.:12
:iciors are asked not
tIi’ competition, hut the
co:
is open to art students
and
iculty of all other departments.
This year’s drive will be held
Nov. 29 at Hoover Hall. Last
semester’s drive smashed all records. as it yielded 308 pints in
the day -long blood collection.
In last semester’s drive, the 308
its given surpassed the previous
meat er’s record ’if 227 pints,
"ne 308 were cleared from 350
nri signed pledges.

Debate To View
Cuba Opinions
At Men Hall
iti

Union, chairman; Jesse
:lub president; Richard
inst Communism; and Ray
of TASC (Toward An
’unity).

I To Discuss

pi is-

seni ing conic-over:jai riehatrts. Allen Hall tonight offers the opinions
of left, right, and relative middlethinking student leader. on the
explosive situation in cot,.
Termed a ’panel rittttacycittinent,’
the discussion will present representatives from TASC ’Toward
An Active Strident Communityi,
SPU ’Student Peace
the
S.IS Democratic Club. the Young
Republicans. and SAC Students
Against Communism,.
the participants will he
Each
given time for an opening statement. according to Bernard Scoville. pithlicity chairman for the
event. ’’The statements will he
rather short ones. though." Scoville said, ’Si) 5cC ran leave maximum t I l’he for discrissitin and Tiestions from the audience."
Moderator will he John Sanas,
a resident assistant al Allen Hall.
Tonight’s speakers will be, Brian
Padlock, chairman of SPU. Ray
Grueneich, chairman of TASC.
.1esse Torres. president of the SJS
Democratic Club, YR President
Ron Birehard: and Richard Reeb,
of Students Against Comtnunism.
The pahlic is ito. ati to the
disem.:jed,

John A. Havegood. professor
darn history and Chairman
School of History at the
*pity of Birmingham, Engwill speak Wednesday morn 10:30 in Concert Hall on.
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Over in Flagstaff. Ariz., Arizona State College held its Homecoming celebration late last month.
An independent fraternity, Gamma
Delta Iota, won first prize in the
parade by constructing a huge
dragon to depict the menace of
communism. Nine floats competed
in another division of the parade.
The winning float bore the words,
"The New Frontier," on its sides.
Americans love a circus and
Homecoming provides a three-ring
show on a collegiate level.
Just like the big tent show,
every Homecoming which is worth
mentioning features parades complete with bands and pretty girls.
But whatevet else other colleges
and universities are presenting for
their Homecoming show. SJS still
has the best band and its share
of the prettiest girls.

. . in 1870-71, when the first campus group IIVIS formed
while the college. then known as San Jose N’ormal
School, had only MI upper classmen. Non’ the list
has grim?, to 188. The story appears on . . . . page 12

page

*

Even movie actor and recording
star James Darren of the "Gidget"
film series gets into the act. Darren interviewed queen contestants
at a special assembly at Los Angeles Valley College.
Our neighbor to the north, the
University of Santa Clara, will
celebrate the coronation of the
campus’ first queen. Admitting
women to the student body only
recently, the university will play
Occidental at Santa Clara.

but SJS coed Maxine Fanlike wasn’t. The /9-yearold baton twirler has garnered countless medals and
prizes for her talents which she shares by teaching
five courses in the Bay Area. Her story’s on

. . in 1052. when or. John T. tf ahlquist. dean of the
University. of I tah School of Education. Was named
president of San Jose State College. For another
Si’.’
and progress
story of growth

Polio Immunization
Type II Slated
iame Locations

etvhere
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TOMORROW
pm. All floats to move from
hnta Clara County Fairgrounds
formation area at Third and
heal streets between San Sal ’actor and Reed streets.
am. Judging of floats.
If am.- Homecoming Parade.
ie.e page I of Spartan Daily for
route.
am. ’Fours by Alumni A.ssociera See page 1.
p.m. Reeeption at Hawaiian
Gardens for alumni.
p.m.- Banquet honoring "Dud"
CleGroot at Hawaiian Gardens.
sm. -Homecoming football
pine between San Jose State
College ant the University of
’ew Mexico at Spartan Stadium.
p.m. Alumni Association (lance
at Hawaiian Gardens until 1
tat

ley. "Dud" DeGroot. former Spartan football coach, led the parade.
He was followed la the San Jose
State band and Homecoming Queen
Elaine Halvorsen and her court.
Forty-seven units participated in
the parade that ran down First
and Second Streets. Floats were
displayed on Eighth Street near
San Carlos following the parade.
Friday night several thousand
students jammed into a parking
lot adjacent to the Santa Clara
County Fairgrounds for the Ira.
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tor the
Only one step remains
untangling of red tape from the
controversy,
current FM station
Committee
as the ASH Finance
seconded at a Friday meeting the
by
earlier recommendation made
President’s Advisory
the Cedlege
Committee on ASB Finances.
According to Pat Butler, chairCommitMan at the ASB Finance
stated
tee. the recommendation
that "the Student Council appropriate S.I.330 from the 1962-63
General Fund to the FM station
account and that the continuation
a this allocation in future years
;hall he contingent upon. Ii the
amount of service that this new
endeavor in actuality shall render
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before the Student Council for
final approval Wednesday.
Following the recommendation
of the president’s committee, the
six-member ASH committee advised that "the budget shall not
go over $5,000 in any 12-month
period."
Dr. Clarence E. Flick, general
faculty manager for the FM station, and two students spoke to
the committee at its Friday afternoon session

Should the Student Council disregard the recommendation and
refuse to make the allocation,
there is little probability that the
station will begin operation, said
Dr. Flick. "There are no other
funds available," he added.
"The program during the coming
year should provide some measure
of the service and value of the
station." Dr. Flick remarked. "We
appreciate the fact that they recommended the move for this year."

Non-Existent Fires
Alnrrric

"Spardi Wets There" and Spiral
brought trophies to three stores
entered in the Downtown Merchants window display contest.
First place winner was J. C.
Penny’s Co., First and Santa Clara
Streets; second, Flowers by Rose
Marie, 525 F.. Santa Clara. and
third, Mosher’s Ltd., 50 S. Fourth
St.
Entries were judged on originality and effort, according to
Bill Bast, chairman of the contest.
More than 26 stores competed
in the contest. Judges included
Dr, Leon Quera, associate professor of advertising; Homecoming
Queen Elaine Halvorsen, and students Penny Furtney, Judy Hill

Hy MARGIE EAMAMOTO
Spardi, dressed in leopard skin
and carrying a club, also carried
home the sweepstakes trophy for
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and
Delta Gamma sorority in Saturday’s Homecoming parade.
Crowds began lining the parade
route at 9 a.m. anticipating the
9:30 starting time. The Homecoming theme of "Spardi Was There"
was carried out by the 14 num
and 18 novelly division entries.
The ATO-DG winning float, entitled "Spirit. B.C.," showed a
caveman Spardi dragging an Uniconscious Lobo. wolf mascot of SJS
’Homecoming rival, the University
I of
Molder& babied him

met ball coaches
t he Spartan win
"DucE DeGroot
Wink leman t 1940Tiny" Hart rani t
V Hubbard 11946,1 T. Bronzan 11950One of the most successful was
ot, whose teams compiled
impresses>, record of 59 wins,
losses and eight ties. His bigyea rs were 1937 111-2-11,
18 111 -1 -he and 1939 113-0-01.
e latter year was the only unIII is -it season in San
ten -cc.
ell history.

A list of SJS stars from those
three seasons slimiest reads like
a list of the present men’s Physical Education Department faculty. Big guns on the Spartan
clubs of the late ’30s included
Titchenal, honorable mention Lit th All-American at center; Bronzan. a top tackle who presently is
director of athletics; and Walt
McPherson, a hard-hitting fullback who now is head of the department.
Another highly successful Spartan coach was Hubbard, who is
still a professor of physical education at SJS.
Compiling an impressive 8-1-1
mark in regular season play in
1946, (36-11-1 from 1946 to 19491,
team downed Utah
Hubbard’s
State 20-0 in the Raisin Bowl on
New Year’s Day, 1947. His 1949
team defeated Texas Tech 20-13
to give SJS a second Raisin Bowl

FADING BACK TO PASSRand Carter (15) goes back to pass
in a game earlier in the season against California. Mike Miller
(35) of the Spartans is ready to help protect Carter.

victory.
More recent Spartan teams,
playing ever tougher schedules,
haven’t won as many games as
some of the clubs of the *30s and
’40s. They have had some big
days, however, against some of
the West Coast’s biggest football

13-13 tie.
Probably the biggest day in recent SJS grid history came in 1960
when the Spartans annihilated
Stanford :14-20. Coached by Bob
Titchenal, who took over in 1957,
San Jose practically ran the
shocked Indians off the field in
the early going as they raced to

OACI-

BOB

TITCHENAL

eads flu ’62 version of the
Partass ae practice near Sper-

m, Stadium. He took over the
in 1952.

rens from Bronzan

it 34-6 lead.
SJS had another big day in 1961.
Down 19-0 to Washington State
at halftime, the Spartans rallied
for a miraculous 21-19 win over

It
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of left. rrailii and relative middlethe
thinking student leader,
explosive sitiiietieeti in Cob,.
Termed a ’ p;inel disagreement,"
the discussion will present representatives from TASC !Toward
An Active Strident Community’.
the
SPL’ ’Student Peace
SJS Democratic ChM. the Young
Republicans. and SAC eStudents
Against Ceemmunisme.
Each of the participants will be
given time for an opening statement, according to Bernard Scoville. publicity chairman for the
esent. "The statements will be
rather short ones, though.- Scoville said, ’’so we can len% e maximum time for discussion and geestions from the audience
Moderator will be John :4,irflaS,
a resident assistant ai Allen Hall.
Tonight’s speakers will he. Brian
Padlock. chairman of SP1*, Ray
Grueneich, chairman ref
FAS(’
Jesse Torres. president of the S.IS
Dcmocratie Club. YR President
Ron Birchard: and Richard Reeh.
of Students Against Communism.
The pithlic is invited to time
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Hofhrau

388 E. Santa Clara

Polio Immunization
Type II Slated
iame Locations

5-

the Cougars.

A 50a

Forty-seven units participated in
the parade that ran down First
and Second Streets. Floats were
displayed on Eighth Street near
San Carlos following the parade.
Friday night several thousand
-turients jammed into a parking
aet adjacent to the Santa Clara
Iounty Fairgrounds for the Ira- p

OVER 200 INTERNATIONAL MENU ITEMS
AT THE

powers.
Bronzan’s 1954 squad, which
compiled a fine 7-3-0 record, accomplished something which Spartan teams had failed to achieve
in 11 previous attempts an upset
of Stanford, 19-14, His 1955 club
battled Washington State to a

ehtional hiontire Rally.
Henry Mancini, orchestra leader,
and the Wayfarers. folk singing
group. made a special appearance
at the rally The entertainers performed later at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
Highlighting the evening was the
burning of a 40 -foot high bonfire.
The Spartanettes. yell leaders. and
the Homecoming Queen and her
court appeared at the rally also.

mit tee. in cooperation with the
San Jose State AF’ROTC detachment. will sponsor a Blood Drive
can be iissened
Poster Contest beginning today,
icious killer.
and extending through Nov. 9.
icians and community
Posters can be any size and will
are zeroing in on the
be judged on their slogan, techdisease and have set a
nique and appropriateness. Judgdate. Nov. 4, as K.O. Polio ing will be done by Al Gillaland,
public relations chairman for the
objective is to remove the
Volunteer Blood Drive. covering
of Type II polio from the
four counties. Maj. Joe F. Tarpea.
les. head of the Air Science DeType II oral polio vaccine partment. and a third yet to be
dispensed at the same h- announced.
as the Sept. 23, K.O. Polio
The deadline for submitting
’ posters is NOV. 9. 3 p.m. They must
!Award B. Shaw, San Franhe turned in to the A tivity Office,
ihysician said, "There has Adm242.
ittle Type II polio in the
Art instructors are asked not
rea in recent years- none
to enter the compel:, in. hut the
past two years. But that
contest is open to art students
mean that it can’t strika and faculty of all other depart.t any time with sudden, ment:.
nine fury.’
This year’s drive will be held
nteers are manning tide - Nos. 29 at Hoover Hall. Last
in all six Bay Area coun- semester’s drive smashed all recanswer questions on Type ords, as it yielded 308 pints in
o and Sabin Type II oral the day -long blood collection.
t. The numbars to call in I
In last semester’s drive, the 308
Clara County are: 248-9783 pints given surpassed the previous
cou n t ye and 968-7137 semester’s record of 227 p e-county..
Th
308 were cleared (rata
who signed pledges

Yesterday’s Heroes
By FRED RAGLAND
Although the present season aprs bleak fur the 1962 version
the Spartans, San Jose State
played a lot of winning footle in the past.
la fact. SJS teams once coth, streak of 12 consecutive
naiii seasons years in which
v won more games than they
three wartime
wasn’t
’lie sport
teams wound up
side of the ledger

ley "Dud" DeGroot. lormei Spite tan football coach, led the parade.
Ile was followed les the San Jose
St ate band and Homecoming Queen
F:laine Halvorsen and her court.
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Stores
Finance Committee Recommends Three
"Spardi, B.C.’ Garners Prize
et Prizes
FM Budget; Council’s Decision In Contest In ’62 Homecoming Parade

the
Only one step remains tor
anlangling, of red tape from the
controversy,
current FM station
the ASH Finance Committee
meeting the
aeconded at a Friday
by
Nuttier recommendation made
the College President’s Advisory
2ommitlee on ASH Finances.
According to Pat Butler, chairTian et the ASB Finance Committee. the recommendation stated
Council approthat "the Student
rime $4.330 from the 1962-63
General Fund to the FM station
account and that the continuation
years
4 this allocation in future
ahall be contingent upon, Ii the
amount of service that this new
enaleaior in actuality shall render
n. "-

is

before the Student Council for
final approval Wednesday.
Following the recommendation
of the president’s committee, the
six-member ASB committee advised that "the budget shall not
go over $5,000 in any 12-month
period."
Dr. Clarence E. Flick, general
faculty manager for the FM station, and two students spoke to
the committee at its Friday afternoon session.

Non-Existent Fires
01 ’2 r I etn, A I n rrinc

"Spardi Was There" and Seardi
brought trophies to three stores
entered in the Downtown Merchants’ Window display contest.
First place winner was J. C.
Penny’s Co., First and Santa Clara
Streets; second, Flowers by Rose ’’
Marie, 525 E. Santa Clara, and
third, Mother’s Ltd., 50 S. Fourth
St.
Entries were judged on originality and effort, according to
I
Bill Bast, chairman of the contest.
More than 26 stores competed
in the contest. Judges included
Dr. Leon Quera, associate professor of advertising; Homecoming
Queen Elaine Halvorsen, and students Penny Furtney, Judy Hill

11,
FIG IF, YAMAMOTO
Spw., . dressed in leopard skin I
and carrying a club, also carried,
home the sweepstakes trraphy for
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and,
Delta Gamma sorority in Satur-I
clay’s Homecoming parade,
Crowds began lining the parade
route at 9 a.m. anticipating the
9:30 starling time. The Horneconiing theme of "Spardi Was There was carried out by the 14 float
and 18 novelty division entries.
The ATO-DG winning float, en titled "Spardi, B.C.," showed a
caveman Spardi dragging an unconscious Lobo, wolf mascot of SJS’
Homecoming rival, the University
nf Nmay Mow ien

haMirsei him

ley "Dud" DeGrniii. former Spartan football coach. led the parade.
He was followed by the San Jose
State band and Homecoming Queen
Elaine Halvorsen and her court.
Forty-seven units participated in
the parade that ran down First
and Second Streets. Floats were
osplayed on Eighth Street near
-kin Carlos following the parade.
Friday night several thousand
.iudents jammed into a parking
,ot adjacent to the Santa Clara
, ’,low Fairgrounds for the tra-

By PRUDI STAVIG
The my ei,ed wi Ike Iimiii the
center of Spartan Stadium, her
doll -like stature all but lost amidst
the immensity of the field. The
band struck up a tune and within
seconds the hitherto unnoticed I aaure became the center ,4 at tint i,,n.
the air she jumped. I irst
I’ll
twirlinc four batons, then lire
sticks, dancing and turning in
feats to dazzle the eyes of even
the most seasoned football crowds.
It is no accident that the petite
majorette, Maxine Furuike, caplures the cheers and admiration of
thousands of football fans each
week. She has worked at developing her twirling skills since she
was eight years old.
Now, at 10. she has joined the
SJS band Jma featured baton twirla position she also has enor
joyed with t ha’ San Fra ncisco Tiers

71

the

Iti.’ nul
ay
rot !leak Mr,

ds.
for lt,
Bran. ,.
with her a list of
achievements that, when stacked
up, would far &calf her tiny 5 -foot
frame, Maxine is claimed by SJS
for six days as a twirler and physical education major while on Sun days the illiers are graced with her
talents.
Before coming to 5.1S this year.
Maxine traveled to the world’s
fair in Seattle and claimed three
twnling queen sweepstakes and 13
first-la:we tri iphies.
Niir ISIS t his the iniist nutslandinc tritade to her skills, for in
ItaTto Mavme eapi tired the Amateur Athletie rnion sweepstakes
in San Franciseo with ;i "few"
other awank thrown in for garFt rold medals.
nish
Nla-s Congeniality" in
Named
the Mi,, I ;.11..n, Twirler Pageant in

ditional
Rao.,
Henry Mancini, orchestra leader,
and the Wayfarers. folk singing
group, made a special appearance
at the rally. The entertainers performed later at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
Highlighting the evening was the
burning ,if a 40 -loot high bonfire.
The Spartanettes yell leaders, and
the Homecoming Queen and her
COUI

:t.

!,,

also.
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She Wins Trophies by the Dozen
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ternt ors re,
r. hey reh.,
Saturii, :
11
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sat, reit.

Should the Student Council disregard the recommendation and
refuse to make the allocation,
there is little probability that the
station will begin operation, said
Dr. Flick. "There are no other
funds available," he added.
"The program during the coming
year should provide some measure
of the service and value of the
station." Dr. Flick remarked. "We
appreciate the fact that they recommended the move for this year."

Nis
11,11,
ix.,
Miixinct
lit home from that contest
the grand national championship
in her division.
The baton-twirling coed took
her first baton lessons because "I
didn’t have anything to do and
my mom wanted to keep me out
of mischief."
Keeping "out of mischief" for
two years while twirling with the
San Mateo Donnet tea, Maxine VaS
then spotted by Robert Olmstead.
-instructor for the 49er majorette
corps.
Maxine hams no plans of git inc
up twirling after college but instead looks forward to a dream she
lhat
has held for many years
of someday having a majorette
corps of her own do exhibition
showings in talent shows and night
clubs throughout the world.
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LEAN’,
HIGH into the air, Maxine Furuike demonstrates the skill
that his .otted her many trophies and prizes. The baton champion
teaches .e twirling courses in the Bay Area. She also is the majorette for
San Francisco 49ers on Sundays.
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Termed a ’ panel disagreement,"
the discussion will present representatives from TASC , Toward
An Active Student Community,.
SPU iStudent Peace Uniona. the
SJS Democratic Club. the Young
Republicans. and SAC (Students
Against C,trairminisrai,.
Each ot the participants will be
given time for an opening statement, according to Bernard Scoville. publicity chairman far the
ent, ’’The statement. still he
rat her short one.. though.- Scoville Said. -SO we can liar’ maximum time for discussion and questions from the audience Moderator will he .1,4in Simas,
resident assistant at .VIlen
Tonagin ’s speakers will lie, Brian
Paddock. chairman of SPUI Ray
I Grueneich, chairman of l’ASC.
Jesse Torres, president of the S.IS
Democratic Cltiti: Yll President.
[Ron Birchard: and Richard Reels.
’of Students Against Communism.
The public is invited to the
diccitssion
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Finance Committee Recommends’Three S. tores ’Spardi, B.C.’ Garners Prize
GI ne tc.Po nr tzeests
Council’s
FM
Budget;
Decision
In ’62 Homecoming Parade
0,,ne

step remains tor the
untangling of red tape from the
controversy,
current FM station
Finance Committee
as the ASB
seconded at a Friday meeting the
by
earlier recommendation made
the College President’s Advisory
Committee on ASH Finances,
A ccording to Pat Butler, chairman at the ASB Finance Commitlee, the recommendation stated

before tlie Student Council for
final approval Wednesday.
Following the recommendation
of the president’s committee, the
six-member ASB committee advised that "the budget shall not
go over $5,000 in any I2 -month
period."
Dr. Clarence E. Flick, general
faculty manager for the FM station, and two students spoke to
the committee at its Friday afterthat "the Student Council appmnoon session.
priate S.I.330 from the 1962-63
General Fund to the FM station
account and that the continuation
of this allocation in future years
shall be contingent upon. It the
amount of service that this new
endeasor in actuality shall render
----n.

Should the Student Council disregard the recommendation and
retuse to make the allocation,
there is little probability that the
station will begin operation, said
Dr. Flick. "There are no other
funds available," he added.
"The program during the coming
year should provide some measure
of the service and value of the
station," Dr. Flick remarked. "We
appreciate the fact that they reeommended the move for this year."

Non-Existent Fires

r-Alc-Ank

Alnrrtne

"Spardi Was There" and Sipardi
brought trophies to three stores
entered in the Downtown Merchants’ Window display contest,
First place winner was J. C.
Penny’s Co., First and Santa Clara
Streets; second, Flowers by Rose
Marie, 525 E.,. Santa Clara, and
third, Mosher’s Ltd., 50 S. Fourth
St.
Entries were judged on orig.
inality and effort, according to
Bill Bast, chairman of the contest.
More than 26 stores competed
in the contest. Judges included
Dr. Leon Quera, associate professor of advertising; Homecoming
Queen Elaine Halvorsen, and students Penny Furtney, Judy Hill

B,MAItOIE YAMAMOTO
Spardi, dressed in leopard skin
and carrying a club, also carried
home the sweepstakes trophy for
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and
Delta Gamma sorority in Saturday’s Homecoming parade.
Crowds began lining the parade
route at 9 a.m, anticipating the
9:30 starting time. The Homecoming theme of "Spardi Was There"
was carried out by the 19 float
and 18 novelty division entries.
The ATO-DG winning float. entitled "Spardi, B.C.," showed a
caveman Spardi dragging an on’
conscious Lobo. wolf mascot of SJS’
Homecoming rival, the University
nf New Mavion hahind him

ley "Dud" DeGroot. former Spar tan football coach, led the parade.
He was followed by the San Jose
State band and Homecoming Queen
Elaine Halvorsen and her court.

Forty-seven units participated in
the parade that ran clown First
and Second Streets. Floats were
displayed on Eighth Street near
San Carlos following the parade.
Friday night several thousand
students jammed into a parkiny
lot adjacent to the Santa
County Fairgrounds for the tn.
.

I
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Type II oral polio vaccine
dispensed at the same Inas the Sept. 23, 5.0. Polio
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serding controversial debates. Allen Hall tonight offers the opinions
left, richt and relative middIAleader-, fill the
hitlkillg
111 Cub,.
Termed a ’ panel disagreement,"
:he discussion will present repreahtatives from TASC I Toward
1n Active Student Community),
-PT’ iStudent Peace Union 1. the
74.tS Democratic ChM. the Young
Republicans, and SAC iStialents
Against Ciimmunism).
Each ot the participants will he
given time for an openine statement. according to Bernard Scoville. iiiihlicity chairman for the
event
-The statements will he
ma titer short ones, though.- Scoville said. -so We can lease maximum lime for (Ikea...al/11 and roes.
tions from the audience. Moderator will he .1iihn Simas.
a resident assistant at Allen
Tonight’s speakers will be, Brian
Paddock, chairman of SRI’. Ray
Grueneich, chairman of TAS(’:
.Tesse Torres, president of the SJS
Democratic Club. Ylt President.
Ron Birchard : and It iehard finch,
of Students Against Communism.
The public is invited hi the
discussion
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The Common.::. Services Committee, in cooperation with the
San Jose State AFROTC detachment. will sponsor a Blood Drive
Poster Contest beginning today.
and extending through Nov. 9.
Posters can he any size and will
be judged on their slogan, technique and appropriateness. Judging will be done by Al Gillaland,
public relation, chairman for the
Volunteer Blood Driye, covering
four counties. Maj. Joe F. Tarpley. head of the Air Science Department. and a third yet to be
announced.
The deadline fir submitting
posters is Nov. 9. 3 p.m. They must
he turned in to the A2tivity Office,
Adm242.
Art instructors are asked not
to enter the competition. hut the
contest is open to art students
and faculty of all other departments.
This year’s drive will he held
Nov. 29 at Hoover Hall. Last
semester’s drie smashed all recnrds, ass If yielded 308 pints in
the day-long hlood collection.
In last semester’s drive. the 308
pints given surpassed the previous
semest PC, record of 227 pints.
The ..t s ),ere cleared from 350
-O. iv)
.qf pledge..
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’Is trial Bonfire P,ally
Henry Mancini. orchestra leader,
and the Wayfarers. .olk singing
group. made a special appearance
at the rally. The entertainers performed later at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
Highlighting the evening was the
burning of a 40 -loot high bonfire.
The Spartanettes. yell leaders, and
the Homeenming Queen and her
aprof,,,1!
1111. olin also.
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Finance Committee Recommends Three Stores ’Spardi, B.C.’ Garners Prize
,netcoPinrtzeests
FM Budget; Council’s Decision
In ’62 Homecoming Parade

Only one step remains tor the
ntangling of red tape from the
orrent FM station controversy,
Committee
s the ASH Finance
?comical at a Friday meeting the
arlier recommendation made by
le Cunene President’s Advisory
etMmittee on ASB Finances.
According to Pat Butler, chairtan at the ASB Finance Commit?e the recommendation stated
at "the Student Council appro.
riate SI.330 from the 1962-63
eneral Fund to the FM station
ccount and that the continuation
I this allocation in future years
hall be contingent upon, it the
mount of service that this new
ndeator in actuality shall render

before the Student Council for
final approval Wednesday.
Following the recommendation
of the president’s committee, the
six-member ASH committee advised that "the budget shall not
go over 65,000 in any 12 -month
period."
Dr. Clarence E. Flick, general
faculty manager for the FM station, and two students spoke to
the committee at its Friday afternoon session.

Should the Student Council disregard the recommendation and
refuse to make the allocation,
there is little probability that the
station will begin operation, said
Dr. Flick. "There are no other
funds available," he added.
"’IThe program during the coming
year should provide some measure
of the service and value of the
station." Dr. Flick remarked. "We
appreciate the fact that they recommended the move for this year."

Non-Existent Fires
AI

rm c

Spent Was 1 here and 461,:l:
its I 11C1.11.
NI
brought trophies to three stor.
Spar’
In leopard skin
entered in the Downtown Mei
and carrying a club. also carried
chants’ Window display contest
First place winner was J. C. home the sweepstakes trophy for
Penny’s Co., First and Santa Clara :Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and
Streets; second, Flowers by Rose !Delta Gamma sorority in SaturMarie, 525 E. Santa Clara, and day’s Homecoming parade.
third, Mosher’s Ltd., 50 S. Fourth j Crowds began lining the parade
route at 9 a.m, anticipating the
St.
Entries were judged on orig- I 9:30 starting time. The Homecominality and effort, according to ing theme of "Spardi Was There"
Bill Bast, chairman of the contest. was carried out by the 14 float
More than 26 stores competed :and 18 novelty division entries.
The ATO-DG winning float, enin the contest. Judges included
Dr. Leon Quera, associate profes- titled "Spardi, B.C.," showed a
sor of advertising; Homecoming caveman Spardi dragging an unQueen Elaine Halvorsen, and stu- ’conscious Lobo, wolf mascot of SJS’
dents Penny Furtney, Judy Hill ’Homecoming rival. the Universit s
Nam/ Mdavion hohind hi,,,

inf

Icy "Dud" DeGtx-tot. former Spartan football coach, led the parade.
He WEIS followed to the San Jose
State band and Homecoming Queen
F:laine Halvorsen and her court.
Forty-seven units participated in
the parade that ran down First
and Second Streets. Floats were
displayed on Eighth Street near
San Carlos following the parade.
Friday night several thousand
students jammed into a parking
lot adjacent to the Santa Clara
County Fairgrounds for the Ira -

Poster Contest
P olioImmunization
Begins Today
Type II Slated

The Community Services Committee. in cooperation with the
San Jose State AFROTC detachment, will sponsor a Blood Drive
can be likened to any Poster Contest beginning today,
icious killer,
and extending through Nov. 9.
icians and community
Posters can he any size and will
are zeroing in on the be judged on their slogan, techI disease and have set a nique and appropriateness. Judgdate, Nov. 4, as PC.O. Polio ing will be done by Al Gilleland,
public relation, chairman for the
objective is to remove the Volunteer Blstod Drige. covering
of Type II polio from the four counties. Maj. Joe F. TarpVa.
ley. head of the An: Science DeType II oral polio vaccine partment. and a third yet to be
dispensed at the same lo - announced.
as the Sept. 23. K.O. Polio
The deadline for submitting
posters is Not. 9, 3 p.m. They must
t;clward B. Shaw, San Fran- be turned in to the Anivity Office,
shysician said, "There has Adm242.
ittle Type II polio in the . Art instructors are asked not
rea in recent years none to enter the competition, but the
past two years. But that contest is open to art students
mean that it can’t stritc? and faculty of all other depart.t any time with sudden, ment:.
fling fury..
This year’s drive will be held
nteers are maAning tele- Nos. 29 at Hoover Hall. Last
all
six
Bay
Area
coon
in
semester’s drite smashed all recanswer questions on Type ords, as it yielded 308 pints in
o and Sabin Type II oral the day -long blood collection.
t. The numbors to call in
In last semester’s drive, the 308
Clara County are: 248-9783 pints given surpassed the previous
y , and 98R-7137 :semester’s record of 227 pints.
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ditional Bonfire Rally.
Henry Maneini. orchestra leader,
and the Wayfarers. folk singing
group , m ade a special appearance
at the tails.. The entertainers performed later at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
Highlighting the evening was the
burning of a 40 -toot high bonfire.
The Spartanettes. yell leaders. and
the Homecoming Queen and her
court appeared at the rally also.

,TORREonce
standingma
taIIT by itselfis nov s r4d ed.by classroom and ad.
u
d !five buildings
construct the past decade,

three sites provide nearly seven
times the floor space- available in
1952 a total of 2.582,000 square
feet, the equivalent of 2.000 American homes.
Such "old" buildings as Centennial Hall, Spartan Bookstote and
the cafeteria didn’t exist in 1952
and such "landmarks" os the
dorms and the six -story library
addition weren’t around even three
years ago.
Other buildings that have been
constructed since ’52 include the
Engineering. Speech and Drama.
Administration. Alt, Faculty Office, Health, Industrial Arts, and
Aeronautics Buildings. the corporation yard, a men’s gymnasium on
the South campus and the AudioVisual addition.
There’s more riming, however,
with 10 more projects either under way or in the budget.
Projects going on now are the
Engineering Building, the multistory garage, the physical education field between the dorms, the
Education Building and the College Physical Edusotion and Recreation Building.
Plans for an aeronautics test
cell, a police ROTC classroom
building, the remodeling of Tower
Hall, a residence hall rafetera:
and improvements on camitte
lighting are on the drawing ’maid.
One project drawing to a dOSe
is the 011e to provide steam service
for the new Education Building.
Constmetion has lawn going on
around Tower Hall and other
areas (ea the campus to extend and
improve the steam Imes from the
central boiler plant to the IIVW
structure across S. San Carlos
street.
Since 1952, 2,325,052 square feet
has been added to the campus in
1,,,1 construction. The biliklings

A UNIQUE VIEW of the multistory garage is shown here. The
garage, expected to open in a
few weeks, features tilted -floor
construction to provide one
continuous lane from the fifth
to ground floors.
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Continuing their Policy of Pre-owing controversial debates. Al 11 thin tonight offers the opinions
ot left. rigtu. and relative middlethinking sIlltIonl leader. on the
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explosive situation in Cba
Termed a ’ panel disagreement,"
the fliSCIISSII.n will present representatives from TASC :Toward
An Active Student Community],
SM.’ ’Student Peace Unions. the
5.15 Democratic Club. the Young
Republicans. and SAC :Students
Against Communism,.
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itogiven time for an opening
7..lub president; Richard
ment. according to Bernarl
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Finance Committee Recommends Three Stores ’Spardi, B.C.’ Garners Prize
FM Budget; Council’s Decision Get
Prizes I n 16 2 Homecoming Parade
In Contest

simate or.
Y preserilwit
that delego.

IC the
r.tkc.sii

resul,
th..

silrite pion

Only one step remains lor the
untangling if red tape from the
cunent FM station controversy,
as the ASH Finance Committee
aided at a Friday meeting the
earlier recommendation made by
Advisory
the College President’s
Committee on ASB Finances.
Accenting to Pat Butler, chairman or the ASB Finance Committee, the recommendation stated
that "the Student Council appropriate S1,330 from the 1962-63
General Fund to the FM station
account and that the continuation
years
in fu
of this allocation
the
:flail be contingent upon, 1
amount of service that this new
ennemor in actuality shall render
.i....,

before the Student Council for
final approval Wednesday.
Following the recommendation
of the president’s committee, the
six-member ASHcommittee advised that "the budget shall not
go over $5,000 in any 12 -month
period."
Dr. Clarence E. Flick, general
faculty manager for the FM station, and two students spoke to
the committee at its Friday afternoon sessnon

Should the Student Council disregard the recommendation and
retuse to make the allocation,
there is little probability that the
station will begin operation, said
Dr. Flick. "There are no other
funds available," he added.
"The program during the coming
year should provide some measure
of the set-vice and value of the
station," Dr. Flick remarked. -We
appreciate the fact that they recommended the move for this year."
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"Spardi Was

There" and

iali

to three stores
entered in the Downtown Merchants’ Window display contest.
First place winner was J. C
Penny’s Co., First and Santa Clara
Streets; second, Flowers by Ruse
Marie, 525 E. Santa Clara, and
third, Mother’s Ltd., 50 S. Fourth
St.
Entries were judged on originality and effort, according to
Bill Bast, chairman of the contest.
More than 26 stores competed
in the contest. Judges included
Dr, Leon Quera, associate professor of advertising; Homecoming
Queen Elaine Halvorsen, and students Penny Furtney, Judy Hill
brought

trophies

MA It ttlE V.1

ley

AMOTO

leopard skin1
and carrying a club. also carried,
home the sweepstakes trophy for
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and
Delta Gamma sorority in Saturday’s Homecoming parade.
Crowds began lining the parade
route at 9 am, anticipating the
Spardi.
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night

The Spartanettes. yell leaders, and
the

thousand

Homecoming

the fall of 1960 when the college

including

limited

In sponsoring research, which
officially began in 1957-58, a total
of well over $800,000 in grants

other colleges

universities.

and

its six

contracts

residence

has

been

received

separate projects.
the

college

The increase in enrollment also

such media as extension services,

has resulted in a greater number
of degrees conferred at SJS. After
his first year, 1.133 bachelor’s degrees and 50 master’s degrees
added up to only 1,163. At the
end of the 1961-62 school year,
that number had risen to 2,245
and 372 for a total of 2,617.
Likewise in the size of the faculty, the increase has been high. In
1951-52, there were only 289 members on the staff. Ten years later,
it has grown to 755 full-time equivalent professors.
Although the quantity of teaching personnel also has increased,
there has been no decrease in
teaching quality. Compared to the
40 per cent who held doctorate degrees in 1951-52, 51 per cent of
the faculty held them in 1961-62.
The national average is 34 per
cent.

cultural programs, faculty participation in community activities, and
programs

designed

specifically to meet the needs of
the community, the college has
kept pace with its increasing

in community affairs.
In his inaugural address
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were located; it was believed that

by being withdrawn from the worldly
pursuits of man. . .
"I believe we are educated by
what we think, what we feel, and
what we do. . .
"It seems to me that town and
gown should live together harmoniously: their problems are, in
the long run, of mutual concern."
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Finance Committee Recommends T h ree Stores 3pardi, B.C.’ Garners Prize
Get Prizes
FM Budget; Council’s Decision In Contest In ’62 Homecoming Parade

..1;s11

1

Only one step remains tot’ the
wangling of red tape from the
controversy,
current FM station
as the ASB Finance Committee
seconded at a Friday meeting the
earlier recommendation made by
President’s Advisory
the College
Committee on ASB Finances.
Accosting to Pat Butler, chairman ot the ASB Finance Committee the recommendation stated
that the Student Council appropriate $.1.330 from the 1962-63
General Fund to the FM station
account and that the continuation
tit this allocation in future years
shall be contingent upon, 1) the
amount of service that this new
endeavor in actuality shall render

before the Student Council for
final approval Wednesday.
Following the recommendation
of the president’s committee, the
six-member ASB committee advised that "the budget shall not
go over $5,000 in any 12-month
period."
Dr. Clarence E. Flick, general
faculty manager for the FM station, and two students spoke to
the committee so ;Is Friday afternoon session.

Should the Student Council disregard the recommendation and
retuse to make the allocation,
there is little probability that the
station will begin operation, said
Dr. Flick. "There are no other
funds available," he added.
"The program during the coming
year should provide some measure
of the service and value of the
station." Dr. Flick remarked. "We
appreciate the fact that they recommended the move for this year."

Non-Existent Fires

rnIcan elmrmc

"Spardi Was There" and Spook
brought trophies to three stois
entered in the Downtown Merchants’ Window display contest.
I
First place winner was J. C.
Penny’s Co., First and Santa Clara
Streets; second, Flowers by Rose
Marie, 525 F.. Santa Clara, and
third, Mosher’s Ltd., 50 S. Fourth
St.
Entries were judged on originality and effort, according to
Bill Bast, chairman of the contest.
More than 26 stores competed
in the contest. Judges included
Dr. Leon Quera, associate professor of advertising; Homecoming
Queen Elaine Halvorsen, and students Penny Furtney, Judy Hill

ft MAIttelF. A.AMAMOTO
Spardi, dressed in leopard skin
and carrying a club, also carried
home the sweepstakes trophy for
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and
Delta Gamma sorority in Saturday’s Homecoming parade.
Crowds began lining the parade
route at 9 a.m. anticipating the
9:30 starting time. The Homecoming theme of Sparch VVas There
was carried out by the 14 float
and IX novelty division entries.
The ATO-DG winning float, entitled "Spardi, B.C.," showed a
caveman Spann dragging an unronscious Lobo, wolf mascot of SJS’
Homecoming rival, the Universit
of New Mmden behind him

ley "Ducl" DeGroot,
Spas tan football coach, led the parade.
lie was followed by the San Jose
State band and Homecoming Queen
Elaine Halvorsen and her court.

Forty-seven units participated in
I the parade that ran down First
and Second Streets. Floats were
displayed on Eighth Street near
San Carlos following the parade.
Friday night several thousand
students jammed into is parking
lot adjacent to the Santa Clara
c,ssinty Fairgmunds for the tra- p

Students seeking only the finest in traditional clothing are
cordially invited to Howard Peterson’s opening of OLD JAZZ.

objective is to remove the
of Type II polio from the
s Type II oral polio vaccine
dispensed at the same Jo as the Sept. 23, K.O. Polio
Edward B. Shaw, San Franshysician said, "There has
ittle Type II polio in the
rea in recent years- non’5
past two years. But that
mean that it can’t strikz
et any time with sudden,
’ling fury’
nteers are maaning telein all six Bay Area coonanstt er questions on Type
o and Sabin Type II oral
2. The numhcsrs
to call in
Clara County are: 248-9783
count vs and 968-7137
counts s.

e
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see the entia
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stg this void.

tECTOR Bob
phone again
r game for San
Homecoming
0 w night was
se 1968 sched.

sidioitai Bolduc kali.).
Henry Mancini, orchestra leader,
and the Wayfarers. folk singing
group. insole a special appearance
at the rally. The entertainers performed later at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium.
Highlighting the evening was the
burning of a 40-foot high bonfire.
The Spartanettes. yell leaders, and
the Homecoming Queen and her
court appeared at the rally also.

1

The Community Services Com’. !tee. in cooperation with the
- se State AFROTC detachsill sponsor a Blood Drive
Contest beginning today,
and extending through Nov. 9.
Posters can be any size and will
he judged on their slogan, technique and appropriateness. Judging will be done by Al Gillaland,
public relation; chairman for the
Volunteer Blood Drive. covering
four counties. Maj. Joe F. Tarples, head of the Air Science Department. and a third yet to be
,nn .sc-sed.
viol.
;Ise
deadline for submitting
jetsit - is Nos. 9,3 p.m. They must
he
tsts1 in to the Activity Office,
_ IL
s
s tctors are asked not
toe competition. hut the
cos,’ -. is open to art students
and 1,tcolty of all other department
This year’s drive will he held
Nov. 29 at Hosts er Hall. Last
semester’s drit e smashed all records, as it. yielded 308 pints in
the day-long blood collection.
In last semester’s drive, the 3013
pints given surpassed the previous
semester’s record ,tf 227 pints.
The 30S were cleared from 350
who signed pledges.

Debate To View
Cuba Opinion
At Allen Hall

Howard Peterson presents
OLD JAZZ, Santa Clara
Valley’s finest traditional
clothing. You are invited to
browse over such quality
named brands as:
H. Freeman & Son suits,
Embassy suits and sport
coats, Gant shirts,
Corbin slacks, Majer slacks,
and Talbot neckwear.

saituisssist.: loco polies oi
seating controversial debates \
len Hall tonight offers the opinions
of left. rochi. and relative middlethinking ,tivienl leader. ,Jto the
exploso., so tiation in Cnb.t.
Termed a odnel disagreement.,"
the discussion will present representatives from TASC (Toward
An Actite Student Community I.
SM.’ ’Student Peace Union). the
SOS Democratic Clots, the Young
Republicans. and SAC I Students
Against Communism,.
Each of the participants will he
Union, chairman; Jesse
given time for an opening state:lab president; Richard
ment, according to Bernard Scoinst Communism: and Ray
ville, publicity chairman for the
of TASC {Toward An
event
"The st at ement s seth
funify)
he.
rather short ones, though
Scoville said. -so we can lea% c maximum lime for discussion and
I ions front the atirltencr.’.
Moderator will hi’ ,t chin
a resident assistant at Allen Hall.
Tonight’s speakers will he, Brian
Paddock, chairman of SPV. Ray
John A. lls s sod. professor I Grueneich, chairman of TASt’.
dern history and Chairman Jesse Torres. president of the S.IS
Democratic Club. YR President
School of History at the
Ron Birchard: and Richard Reels
sity of Birmingham. Eng-1
of Students Against Communism,
v111 speak Wednesday morn- I
The public is invited ist the
10:30 in Concert Hall on. t .t!s-s,1-s.
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- A
Personality."
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ms of the two Germames Ind hear committee reports. Jane
ny possible solutions to the Scott, secretary. urges all interse.
ested freshmen to attend.
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Finance Committee Recommends Three Stores ’Spardi, B.C.’ Garners Prize
Get Prizes
FM Budget; Council’s Decision In Contest In ’62 Homecoming Parade

’ 1,s1

Only one step remains tor the
tangling of red tape from the
errent FM station controversy,
$ the ASH Finance Committee
econded at a Friday meeting the
,arlier recommendation made by
he college President’s Advisory
Finances.
(7ommittee on ASB
According to Pat Butler, chairnan ot the ASB Finance Commitee. the recommendation stated
that the Student Council appropriate 5.1.330 from the 1962-63
General Fund to the FM station
account and that the continuation
1 this allocation in future years
hall be contingent upon, 0 the
mount of service that this new
edemor in actuality shall render
. the campus community, 21 the
nancial ability of the ASB to
Mimic this activity, and that in
awe years fun& for salaries
mild not he supplied from the
SI3 General Fund.
Miss Butler explained that the
,rni,,rid,ition will be brought

before the Student Council for
final approval Wednesday.
Following the recommendation
of the president’s committee, the
six-member ASB committee advised that "the budget shall not
go over $5,000 in any 12-month
period."
Dr. Clarence K Flick, general
faculty manager for the FM St ation, and two students spoke to
the committee at its Friday afternoon session,

Should the Student Council disregard the recommendation and
refuse to make the allocation,
there is little probability that the
station will begin operation, said
Dr. Flick. "There are no other
funds available." he added.
"The program during the coming
year should provide some measure
of the service and value of the
station," Dr. Flick remarked. "We
appreciate the fact that they reeommended the move for this year."

Non-Existent Fires

213 False Alarms
In College Area

By TIM BARR
The man probably most concerned about San Jose State’s students being safe from fire, is Battalion Chief Tony Sapena of San
Jose Engine Co. No. 3. at Third
and Martha Streets.
The chief’s company of 14 firefighters is directly responsible for
...I:dents, along with
the student living areas south of
It officers have been
San Carlos Street,
Dr. Arthur H. Price,
ioi5
FALSE ALARMS
sistant to the dean of the col e. for their cooperation in last
Chief Sapena told the Spartan
ednesday’s parking survey.
Daily that in 1961, out of a total
Dr. Price reported that a total of 301 fire box alarms turned in
11.561 questionnaires had been to the city, 213 of these were false.
turned. 8,733 from the daytime That means that men and equipiian of the survey and 2,808 ment rolled at all hours of the day
’he night time portion.
and night to 70 out of 100 noncomber of late retruns are existent fires.
To the chief and his men, this
rxpreted.

itudents Praised
n Parking Survey

ear-Perfect Concert
y Oaklan ymp ony

is especially rough as their area
covers from San Carlos Street,
south to Morgan Hill.
If a false alarm came in from
11th and San Salvador, and the
chief rolled seven trucks with full
crews, and a real fire did break
out in the Morgan Hill district,
11 miles away, the chances would
be slim that the firemen could
reach the danger spot in time to
save anything.
"When you get a box alarm,
you can’t tell what is really happening at the location. That is
when we employ our normal response rule," the chief said. The
rule has been devised to allow the
responding fire company to judge
in advance, what situations it may
encounter. A large map on Engine
No. 3’s wall shows whether a
neighborhood consists of single
family dwellings, or if multiple
units exist.
AFTER 6 P.M.

"Spardi Was There" and Speer
By NI RGIF; YAMAMOTO
ley "Dud" DeGroot. former Spar- rlitional Bonfire Hall,.
brought trophies to three sow,Spar.ii. dressed in leopard skin tan football coach, led the parade.
Henry Mancini, orchi-:::, lea’au,
entered in the Downtown Mei ’,rid carrying a club, also carried He was followed In. the San Jose and the Wayfarers. folk singing
chants’ Window display contest.
First place winner was J. C. ,5 home the sweepstakes trophy for State band and Homecoming Queen group, made a special appearance
at the rally. The entertainers perPenny’s Co., First and Santa Clara I Alpha Tau Omega fraternity and Elaine Halvorsen and her court.
Forty-seven units participated in formed later at the San Jose Civic
Streets; second, Flowers by Rosel Delta Gamma sorority in Saturthe parade that ran dmvn First Auditorium.
Marie, 525 F.. Santa Clara, and. day’s Homecoming parade.
Highlighting
ang the evening was the
third, Mosher’s Ltd., 50 S. Fourth I Crowds began lining the parade and Second Streets. Floats were
1 route at 9 am, anticipating the displayed on Eighth Street near burning
40 -foot high bonfire.
St.
The Spartanettes yell leaders, and
Entries were judged on orig-19:30 starting time. The Homecom- San CIarlos following the parade.
F’riday night several thousand the Homecoming Queen and her
inality and effort, according to.ing theme of "Spann Was There"
Bill Bast, chairman of the contest. was carried out by the 14 float students jammed into a parking court appeared at the rally also.
lot adjacent to the Santa Clara
More than 26 stores competed and 18 novelty division entries.
The ATO-DG winning float, en- County Fairgrounds for the train the contest. Judges included
Dr. Leon Quera, associate proles- titled "Spardi, B.C.," showed a
e
sor of advertising; Homecoming caveman Spardi dragging an unQueen Elaine Halvorsen, and stu- conscious Lobo, wolf mascot of SJS’
dents Penny Furtney, Judy Hill Homecoming rival, the University
of New Mexico, behind him.
and Bast.
Second place winners Sigma Kap-1
Penny’s carried out the "Spardi
and Sigma Phi Epsilon chose al
I ’rhe Community Services Corn Was There" theme by showing
Tette,. in cooperation with the
Spardi as one of the figure heads Peter and the Wolf theme . Peter. ’
’ .,ci State AFROTC detach carved into Mt. Rushmore. He was or Spardi in this case. was pictured
::oaa will sponsor a Blood Drive
also shown crossing the Delaware capturing the wolf and blasting
Polio can be likened to any Poster Contest beginning today,
.
with George Washington and as , him with a smoking rifle.
wi .vicious killer,
SPIRITED ENTRY
and extending through Nov. 9.
an astronaut on his way to the ’
Physicians and Community
"76, That’s the Spirit" entered
Posters can be any size and will
moon.
by Sigma Nu and Kappa Kappa gmups are zeroing in on the he judged on their slogan, tech Second place winner, Flowers
Gamma, captured thirst place. Tak- dreaded disease and have set a . nique and appropriateness. Judgby Rose Marie, displayed a huge
ing on a Revolutionary War spirit, target date, Nov. 4, as K.O. Polio !ing- will he done by Al Gilleland.
painting of Spardi in a Grecian
Sparli
c was shown in combat with Sunday.
public relations chairman for the
setting slaying a wolf. The wolf
The objective is to remove the
a Redcoat Lobo. Occasional whiffs
HI I D ’ - .
’
is the mascot of SJS’ Homecomthreat
of
Type
II
polio
from
the
in_
of.
smoke
front
Spardfs
musket
ing rival, University of New
four counties. Maj. Joe F. TarpArea.
Bay
(heated
who
was
winning
on
the
ley. head of the Air Science De mexten,
Sabin Type II oral polio vaccine partment. and a third yet 10 be
Mosher’s Ltd. inserted a humor- . side’
Blarkford High School’s march- will be dispensed at the same lo - announced .
outs element into its display. ,
band took top honors over six cations as the Sept. 23. E.O. Polio
The deadline for submitting
Mythical telegrams from famous’ hog
others entered in the hand divi- Sunday.
’posters is NO1.. 9. 3 p.m. They must
historic personalities and press,
Dr. Edward B. Shaw, San Fran- be turned in to the Activity Office,
sion. San Jose High School band
releases were featured in two winwas second. Army ROTC won first cisco physician said, "There has Adm242.
clows with a trophy display in the
been little Type II polio in the
place in the drill team division,
Art instructors are asked not
third.
stigAn army duck, amphibious land- Bay Area in recent years none to enter the competition. hut the
Trophies were presented to the l i
vehicle. loaded with water gun in the past two years. But that contest is open to art students
three winners and a plaque to wielding soldiers, won in the novel- doesn’t mean that it can’t strik.-?
and faculty of all other depart.
the Penny’s displayman.
ty division. It was entered by Sig- here at any time with sudden, men,_
.
frighiening
fury.’
Tr - yPFICS drive yvill be held
Ima Chi.
Volunteers are manning "le" N.
Second and third in the novelty
.. . at Hoover Hall. Last
division were the Delta Upsilon phones in all six Bay Area coon- sett ee,. - rrive smashed all recSenior Class members are re- pledges and the Sigma Chi Chariot ties to answer questions on Type rm.,. as it yielded 308 pints in
minded of the meeting to he held I
, II polia and Sabin T!.pe II oral the day -long hbod collection.
DURING GAME TIME
this afternoon at 3:30 in CH161
Announcement of parade win- vaccine. The numbers to call in i In last semester’s drive, the 308
Under discussion will be the selec- net’s came during the Homecoming ’Santa Clara County are: 248-9783 pints given surpassed the previous
i ;south con n t yi and 9SS-7137 ,emest
tion of a class officer, the Friday , Game.
(’l’, record id’ 227 pints.
Flick chairman.
Parade Grand Marshal Dr. Dud- tri. -th county ..
!The 308 were cleared ft’," ’-,50
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Begins Today
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At Same Locations .

Senior Meeting
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Lipkin delivered a brilliant readthe concert by the ing of the work, highlighted by r’reased among the firemen, civilinphony Orchestra last outstanding cade n za playing. i sun pedestrians and parked nut""suing in Morris Dailey Though there seemed to be a few mobiles. the chief pointed out.
In a negative sense, if this year’s
minor rough spots in the firs!
Lipkin successfully lake alarm rate equals or sur-’
’he evening was sey_ movement.
pianist and former hurdled them to turn in an entire-, p;ses last year’s. an added burden
be placed on San Jose State
doctor of the New 1Y successful performance.
Gerhard Samuel. conductor of students as well as the firemen.
t-ontinuing their policy 01 pre.5 :he orchestra in the Oakland Symphony, ably as- Civil Defense procedure for all fire ,
senting controversial rirhatrs. AlC Major concerto sisted Lipkin in the concerto. Un- companies in the state, demands
consider
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conductors
that
all
equipment
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Termed a panel disagreement.,"
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What Action To Follow
’Operation Blockade?’
By PHIL NEWSOM
Fatted Perna International

U.S. blockade forces halted a
Lebanese freighter chartered to
the Soviet Union Friday and a
boarding party made an extensive search to see if the ship
was carrying contraband arms
Ii, Cuba.
The ship, the 7.208 -ton freighter Nlarcula, was found to be
carrying trucks. truck parts,
sulphur and paper rolls and was
allowed to proceed.
The boarding operation was
the first since the United States

quarantine of Cuba went into
effect at 10 a.m. Wednesday. A
Soviet freighter determined by
visual inspection to be carrying
petroleum to Cuba was permitted through the blockade Thursday morning.
COOPULATION GOOD
The boarding team limn the
destroyers Pierce and Joseph P.
Kennedy reported "cooperation
good. NO dilliculties expected
In Washington the State De-

partment made it clear that
"further action" is being considered to deal with the Soviet

DOTTIE’S

(Crest Pipe Otiup

Sandwiches
(Across from Admin. Bldg )

Delicious
Sandwiches

47 North First Street

THRIFTY
STUDENTS

2 for 25c
25c

Sendw,hes on French roll

PURITAN OIL CO.
Just a Few Blocks from Campus

Tasty Frosties
Smooth Shakes

4th & William - 6th & Keyes
1 COI & Taylor

RECAPS from $5.95
with exchange
10. Discount with
Student Body Card

Wholesale Tire Mart
400 W. San Carlos

As the U.S. arms blockade
around Cuba neared the end of
its second day without a direct
clash the United Nations sought
to use up to the reasons for
which it was createdestablishment of world peace.
Acting Secretary G en eral
Thant scheduled separate conferences with U.S. Ambassador
Adlai Stevenson, Soviet Deputy

Foreign Minister Valerian A.
Zorin and Cuban Ambassador
Mario Garcia-Inchaustegui in an
effort to find some common
ground to open negotiations.
NO DIRECT ANSWER
Stevenson battered Zorin with

harsh words, photographic exhibits and point blank questions
in the Security Council Thurso night but could not get the
’,.1 delegate to give a direct
tioser to the question as to

Cut Your Gasoline Costs
By Buying a Major Brand
Gasoline at Discount Prices

15e Each

missile buildup in Cuba. State
Department Press Officer Lincoln White said construction of
missile facilities in Cuba is continuing.

CY 5-5747

ELEVENTH ST. MARKET

thether the Soviet Union was
,-inducting a missile buildup in
’oba.
In Washington, informed
,ources reported the Soviet de, ption in arming Cuba with

long-range missiles and bombers
\\hile boldly denying it to the
United States had been "entire
and complete.’
So explicit were the denials,
they said, that many U.S. offiHalt feel there can be no negotlated arrangements with Rus,ia which depend on trust.
This left Thant in a dilemma.
The United States has demanded

that Soviet missile bases and
miiles in Cuba be destroyed
and this must be verified by the
United Nations. Cuba has reiocted this in advance.
Under President Kennedy’s
..rders, the sea blockade contin.ed and a heavy American land,
and air force was being
massed in Florida in the event
United States had to take
,svo direct action against the
ernpl"xi’s.

804 S. 11th STREET
Phone 294-3004

7:30 a.m.
to
9.30 p.m
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Alter readirw Mr Ilansen’s letter in Thursday’s "Thrust and
Parry," I too am ashamed that
he is an American. His main
problem is that he doesn’t want
to face reality. The poor, defenseless. "sovereign" nation of
Cuba is, in reality, a tool of Russia and a stepping stone for communism in
isphere.

the Western Hem-

As for our defenses in Europe,
they were openly established
there, with NATO approval, to
curb the forceful takeover of
eastern European countries by
Russia. Russia’s bases in Cuba
were built deceitfully and secretly and stocked with offensive
weapons Have we no right to be
alarmed?
Whether you like it or not. Mr.
Hansen, we are at "war" with
the Communists and as long as
we keep "compromising" or
backing down, we are losing.
President Kennedy finally has
taken a stand and it looks like
Russia finally is going to back
down.
I suggest that you, Mr. Hansen, go help your shameful American left-wing friends in San
Francisco and Berkeley in their
anti-U.S. demonstrations. for they
are being booed down by the vast
majority of real Americans who
are proud of their country and

support it in the struggle for
world freedom.
Bill Beehtell
ASR A2907

’U.S. Blockade Not
True Act of War’
I would like to ask John Hanupon what authority he

sen

bases his statement that "in stopping a vessel of a sovereign na-

tion in international waters, engaged in commerce with another
sovereign nation, the U.S. is committing an act of war." Blockade,
which is an act of war, is defined
in Blacks Law Dictionary (West
Publishing Co., copyright 1951,
p. 217) as "a sort of circumvallation iound a place by which all
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foreign connection and correspondence is. as far as human
power can effect it, to be cut off."
Blockade. as defined in Encyclopedia of American Government
(Vol. I, it. 1341, "is a measure
of war by which one belligerent
aims to cut off the communication of the other belligerent."

I should like to point out to
Hansen that under those terms
we are not effecting blockade,
per se, as we are not attempting
to cut off the communication and
all foreign correspondence of the
sovereign nation Cuba. Hence,
we are not munmitting an act
of war.
Bob hops
ASit .1.3158

Food Complainers
Homesick, Unhappy?
Edit or:
In response to that stimulating letter by the Markham Men:

Have the plaintiffs lived in
others dorms, co-ops, boarding
houses, etc.?
Have the plaintiffs ever
thought of keeping their toast
out of their food, which is a possible source of moisture?
Where can one get comparable
meals for the same price? Remember, convenience may be a
factor.
With what were these meals
being compared? If it is with
home cooking, the follogin pos-

day. I never took pacifism to
mean cowardice. Indeed, it is
a most difficult and denianding
and dangerous way to live. It is
simply the acceptance of hard
work to make the world around

the early Christians of
chanted "Better Homan
that
dead." I um ashamed of
tians" who take up such a
chant,
Die, yes, like Christians if yuu
so decide, but know you will
die
You will not buy your lite by
surrender.

us better and the acceptance of
suffering when that price is
called for. I think "pacifist" dangerously and unfairly influ-

Marguerite 1.1).eltir
Ash Al 1615

ence and lead people when they

imply that it is anything else. I
have never noticed anything in
this world but that the fate of
the weak is destruction If you
are willing to accept 1 his price.

Who
_=. Needs Beards?

well anti good. pmu know what

you are doing.
"Better Red Than Dead" seems

E

F.Aen, there’s no need to q.
if you hate tu ,,.

and

THE

to me to be an amusingly dangerous proposal. Who has given
us the choice? At what conference table have we been offered
this alternative? I do not think
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OPEN
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sibly should be considered:
al At home, the cook prepares
meals for only a few individuals.
It is very easy to comply with
the whims of each individual.
tit But it is impossible to ask
this of an established establishment which must serve six
dorms.
As to long waits in line, this
is mainly caused by the fact

that everyone either wants to
beat the rush or get there after
the rush. The results are a rush,
a crowd and a wait. This seems
to be true particularly for the
evening meal.
In conclusion, I will agree that
some of the meals are uninspired
or relatively unstimulating to
gustation, but to this I say
three things:
a I Who never produced a meal
which was a "dud," so to speak?
bl The occasional relatively
poor meals make the generally
good ones even more welcome
and appreciated.
el Perhaps food is the easiest
lit is eertainly the most common) thing to gripe about for
many who may be homesick or
unhappv in some other respect.
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Ashamed Writer
Is American, Too
Editor:
As to Mr. John Hansen (Thrust
and Parry. Oct. 251 who is
ashamed that he is an American,
I am ashamed that he is one,
too. Enough "Americans" like
him and there will be no America
left to be an American of.
I have been a pacifist all my
adult life, but I am ashamed to

see what passes for pacifism to-
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S.0011111
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LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY
400 South First St.

The Lawrel ce Radiation Laboratory is operated
by the Uniersity of California for the United
States Atomic Energy Commission. Current
projects are in the areas of nuclear explosives

for industry and defense, nuclear propulsion,
controlled thermonuclear reaction, space physics, and other advanced problems in nuclear
physics and engineering.

Laboratory staff members from the Livermore Laboratory Site will be on
campus to inieniew students in the Physical Sciences and Engineering
Wednesday, October 31, 1962
Please call your placement office for appointment, or send ulitteri inquiries to:
Personnel Department
LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY
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Your Health
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reeponsib:lity
To serve your physician’s presenp.
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our main concern. But we also know
that your daily needs must be filled,
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brand name toiletries drugs and cosmetics at modest student prices . .
plus a free delivery service,
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Aquamen
Turn Back
El Camino

trouble with The Beavers, DU,
Utilizing both his varsity and
DSP aryl SAE No. 2 teams all have
freshmen squads, coach Lee Walshots at the It league title. And
ton guided the Spartan water polo
even the International House with team
to its sixth win in nine outseven victories is being pursued ings
Friday afternoon over an
by the Saints who play the Interoutmanned El Camino College
=them’ House today.
seven, 12-9.
The fraternity league was upset
Varsity regulars Jim Monsees.
when ATO bumped DU. 7-6. Gil Steve
Skold and Jim Baugh paced
C’yester pas.sed to Charlie Swall a
fourth quarter splurge which
and Al Hunt for the touchdown enabled
the Spartans to overtake
and point -after with only three the
visitors’ 944 third period adplays left in the game. DU had
vantage.
led until then, 6-0.
Dick Riddle, who was a coTheta Chi remained in the race
with a 13-12 win over Sig Eps. leader in scoring honors with two
Theta Chi’s Terry Dyekman threw goals, got SJS off h, a fast start
two touchdown pas,es after the by hitting on a close-in shot early
Sig Eps’ Rex Zimmerman had done in the first stanza. Jim Spear and
exactly the same thing. Theta Chi Baugh also tossed in goals to give
the locals a 3-1 quarter lead.
managed to successfully run its
Walton employed his frosh in
extra point.
the second period and it responded
PiKA also has a chance for the
in admirable style, outscoring the
league crown after its 20-7 defeat
El Camino regulars, 2-0, to gistover Sigma Chi. Bob Graham
San Jose a comfortable 5-1 halfpassed for two scoring plays and
time margin.
Rodger Pierce intercepted a pass
The lasers caught fire in the
for PiKA’s three scores.
third period and rifled in eight
The Phi Sign shut out Theta Xi, ’
scores against the Spartan re14-0. Gary Pyle hit Jim Hemphill
serves to take a surprising 9-8
and Tom Van Amhurg for Phi
lead.
,
Sign’ two scores.
At that point San Jose’s regulars
In another game, DSP defeated
were rushed into the fray and
Sig Pi, 12-0. Roy Swanson ran for
easily outplayed El Camino.
one touchdown and passed to
John Henry, Spartan captain.
Rodger Oswald for the other.
turned in a fine goal -tending
’Lambda (’hiedged Sig Nu, 2-0. effort in the last quarter to shut
The only score of the game was lout the junior college set -en.
safety.
In the only independent leatrue
game of the day, ODN won by a
forfeit over the Fountain 11i i I

F

(liters.

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

rosh Cross
Country Team
Wins Easily

San Jose State’s frosh cross
eirrintry team had no trouble what-.ever as it blasted Foothill ColC ALL
iege, the College of San Mateo
and Stanford University frosh
CARS
I Thursday by insurmountable marAll Other Car Seryices
gins.
At Discount Prices
John Garrison was the top man
DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM
for SJS as he completed the two6th & KEYES
CY 5.6257
mile course in 9:32. John Lodin
was only 10 seconds behind Garrison and finished in nine min, rites, 42 seconds. 1.axlin placed
third overall.
But the team record is equally
OWNED AND
outstanding since the frosh squad shattered the old record of 48:40
OPERATED
net by last year’s SJS fresh crop.
’Phis year’s time was 48:33.
, Garrison’s mark also broke a .
APPROVED
!record of 9:36 estahlished in 1961
lby little Danny Murphy. currently
1SJS’s No. 1 varsity man, and Turn
Tuite.
WOMEN
for
The team point totals were SJS
15. Foothill 50, SJS 16, Stanford
Extra Large Rooms
17. and SJS 19, CSM 44. The
Full Size Beds
!,,west score in cross country wins
Individual Closets
hi. meet.
All Electric Kitchens
Dan Rye placed fourth with a
one of 9:45. Louis Davidson came
NOW RENTING for in only one second later but
placer’ sixth. Other top finishers
SPRING SEMESTER were Mike Lamendola 19:481, Joe
Neff 49:511, Dick Hylton i 9:57r
mid Robert Huber 110:041,
Coach Dean Miller cited Hylton
and Huber as two adding great.
CY 4-4749 lstrength and depth.
643 S. 8th St.
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tt Even If you can’t pass the
Physical Exam at that time,
you can get more Insurance
later on . . with College LIfe’s
%MOUS policy, THE BENEFACTOR, designed expressly for college men and sold exclusively to
College men. Call me today and
I’ll explain how and why. No obligation, of course./ /

Independently
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Lobos Ruin DS Homecoming Game
Its JOHN HENRI
Ito most of 1he quarter Ur1111 }low
I,
%%
.01tide’ 84s 24.
The New Mexico Loter,.i lest ant Hancock fumbled the ball on i ear etas. later .11 I I r iiiii arti,
the 1962 Homecoming game for the Spartans. IIVI
Ilse is 01 :sr
I left end for
the San Jose State rooters SaturOn the lIESI
rills and 1110. TM The
day night at Spartan Stadium. as the ball 79 yarrls lo the Lobo, It,
1.,/ h., pepittl via
they defeated the Spartans 25-11 Johnny Johnson then hit renter
hi ii
took the Lobo ki,
before the estilnated crowd of Ifi.- for lour, left tackle for five and rill on hih own
eight y.aril line
500.
then seven for the TD. fiob Pater- ran hack
for 92 yards and a mu
New Mexico controlled the ball ; son kicked the extra point to tie down. This was the
longest I .
for most of the game and the only the score
of the year for the Spartans.
times the Spartans could score
Ness Mesh.. took the hall on
letto’s 79-yard run in the first qn
were on long running plays.
the S.IS 16 atist tiros,. for the last
ier was the sperm,’ longest. Pas.
The ball control of the Lobos touchdown oh 11se half. hIantiago
P.vr k. ;
was best demonstrated in the third %sent to er right tact.le for four
quarter when they held the ball
yards and the TIE At the hall
fir the entire lwriod except for the score ssa I 3- Iii tasor pt
Walt Roberts’ 92-yard run for a TD the Lobos.
on a kick off. The Spartans didn’t
At the NI itt cit the’ third qUariel
get tilt any plays from scrimmage. Ni.w Alexieri took the ball on its!
New MeXiCill opened the ersrWiz earls in the gaine. After San
Jose

took

and ilem

the

opening

kickoff

Collett. returned the

hall

to the 23, Roberts limilsled
iii Ito’ firid plo from ha.rhistinsge.

The 1,1olloe. reirosered MI the S.I S
13. An illegal procedure pensilts
against

the

Spartans

put

the

Issdl son the IA.
Tailback Robby Santiago took
the ball for gains of eight, four
and five yards for the touchdown
lark Fitzsimmons kicked the PAT
New Mexico controlled the ill

Table Tennis
An all -college table tennis tournament will be held in WG21 N ot..
7 at 7 p.m. Entries can be picked
up in the Men’s and Women’s
’%!71. and ate
Nov. 5.
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BEYOND THE PLANE OF THE ECLIPTIC...
research, Lockheed Missiles & Space Company’s almost
r.
Whether in the forefront of space exploration or
limitless fields of endeavor offer a challenging choice to graduate engineers and scientists. Lockheed’s location on the
beautiful San Francisco Peninsula, its outstanding facilities, its sophisticated programs, its excellent employee benefits,
among many other advantages, have all contributed to the Company’s position as a leader in the aerospace industry.
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Lockheed, Systems Manager for such projects as the
Navy POLARIS FRIA and the AGENA VPhide in various
Air Force Satellite programs, is also an important contributor to various NASA programs involving some of
the nation’s most interesting and athanced concepts.
As one of the largest organizations of its kind, the
Company provides the finest technical equipment available; for example, the Sunnyvale facility houses one of
the most modern satellite tracking and control centers
In the world. Every opportunity is given members of the
technical staff to participate in the initiation of advanced
technological developments.
Further, Lockhee:i strongly encourages continuing
education and advanced degree work, maintaining two
programs in their support.

Lockheed’s Tuition Reimbursement Program remits
percent of the tuition for approved courses
taken by professional and technical people who are
working lull time.
scientv-five

The Graduate Study Program permits selected engi.
neers and scientists of outstanding scholarship and
professional potential to obtain advanced degrees at
company expense while on research assignments.
Candidates for degrees in all of the following should
Investigate opportunities at Lockheed:
Aeronautical
Mathematics
Chemistry
Mechanical
Electrical/electronlc
Physics
Lockheed is an equal opportunity employer.
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Systems Manager for the Navy POLARIS FBM and the Air Force AGENA Satellite in the DISCOVERER ad
programs. Other current programs include SAINT, ADVENT and such NASA projects as OGO. OA, ECHO, and NlYBU5
1uNtetvALC. PALO ALTO. VAN NUYS, SANTA CRUZ. SANTA MARIA, CALIFORNIA CAPE CANAVERAL,
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Graduate Fellowships
Open in Science Fields
Fellowships for graduate and
studies are being ofp..stdocti
fered liy the National Science
Foundation according to Don
It in, assistant to the dean of

1

800 to $2.200 fro graduate I.
I $1’
lows and $5,000 tor postdoctoral
fellou s.

This Week Special!

Examinations for applicants .ire
- . hedu led for Jan. 19.
llrfrughout the United States and
.rious foreign countries.
i’ommittees of outstanding
isle, appointed by the AcademyI:es...arch Council. will evaluate the
applications. Final selections will
be made by the foundation, with
awards to be announced March 15,
1963.

LADIES’ SUITS
Cleaned
and

Cars available to be driven
to Oregon. Call 294-4243.

$105

839 Almaden
J.H. Goulden & Associates

SAVE
Tc
REG.

91elett Waft

ETHYL

clean e4

PER
GAL.

Spartaguide

299
319

TODAY:
Pi Omega Cl. meeting, TH106,
:1:30 p.m.
Allen Hall Culture Committee,
discussion panel on the Cuban
crises. Allen Hall. 8:30 p.m.
Freshman Class, meeting E132,
I 3:30 p.m.
Soph llllll
Class, La Torre photos. Inner Quad, 2 p.m.
Senior Class, meeting, CH161,
13:30 p.m.
Lambda Delta Sigma, meeting
!with Rod Pulley, assistant director
of ACCION speaking, 436 E. San
1Fernando St.. 5:45 p.m.
Women’s Recreation Association,
:
council meeting. WG2, 4:30 p.m.
TOMORROW:
Le Cerele Francaise, meeting.
cafeteria. 3:30 p.m.
Spartan Shields, meeting, TH20,
6:30 p.m.
Junior Class. TH55, meeting,
’ 3:30 p.m.
Phi Mu Alpha, recital, Concert
Hall, 8:15 p.m.
Christian Science Organization.
meeting. Memorial Chapel. 7:30
p.m.
Spartan Spears, meeting, College
Union, 6:30 I’m.
Protestant Ecumenical Council,
Paul’s Methodist
, luncheon. St
Church, 10t!’ .11.1 San Fernando

MAJOR OIL CO. GASOLINE

PURITAN OIL CO.

25 S. 3rd San Jose
CY 2-1052

401, & William - 6f1, & Keyes
10th & Taylor

INTERNAL

\len anti Wonten
lantiarv

V

and

1{100111V.,

.11.111e Craft,

11111111.

Liberal Arts
Accountants
* Social Sciences

SERVICE

\laity career openings in No. California
.11 1 invited to Interviews
kt the placement office 1(1-31.62

Spaztana

11,,

CLASSIFIEDS

Contract
o ,- .
Vaughn s
52 Jag.
’60 Fiat

putting three delegates, rather than two, to a room.

Two San Jose State College sin dents, members of Theta Chi fraternity, were bruised and battered
Thursday night when a slow moving freight smashed into their
scooter on 10th Street near Phelan
Avenue.
Larry Livingston. senior real
estate and insurance major, was
thrown under the wheels of the

regularly $1.59

2C & 3C

HOUSING PROBLEM -Kathy McKay, undersecretary for housing and meals, confers with San Jose’s Mayor Robert Welch on
the problem of housing 1,200 delegates to the 13th Annual
Session of Model United Nations here in April, 1963. Mayor
Welch, who is a member of the Advisory Board for the M.U.N.
and in the motel business himself, helps Kathy. The problem was
enlarged last week when a hotel, from whom M.U.N. had received
a bargain price, announced it would have to charge considerably
more, due to the hotel’s bankruptcy and change of ownership.
In an effort to make ends meet, Kathy is now contemplating

’Train Hits Scooter;
2 Students Bruised

Pressed

Sophomore photos tor the
1963
La Toire, will 1*

,s,Js yearbook,

taken today in the linter
Quad
tests at from 2-3:30 p.m. All sophomore
Students will base an opportun- register and take aptitude
970 class members are urged to
come,
ity to be trained. tested and placed the State Employment Office,
said Arlinda Wing, La Torre stall
in sales work as extras during the! W. Julian St.
member.
Christmas shopping season, today,
Registrations will also be accept9 30-11:00 p.m. at the Montgomery ed at the time the classes start.
Theater in the Civic Auditorium, Applications for jobs will be taken!
Market and San Carlos Streets.
at the close of the coot se by inter- I

Limited allowances will also be
! provided towards intuition. laborastudents.
tory fees and travel. Ryan said.
Application is open to college!
Graduate fellowship applications
seniors, graduate and postdoctoral are available through Ryan’s office,
students, and others with equiva- V.1m269. Postdoctoral applications
lent training and experience.
,
be obtained through Emery
Annual stipends range ! r o
A Cook, assistant to the president,
A1,11159.

’La Torre Photos
Snapped Today

Free Training Offered
For Christmas Jobs

’,Monday, Oct 29, 1962

4-SPARTAN DAILY

lead car when the scooter he was
driving was hit by a coupling device on the car.

"0

was rolled over a couple of
times under the train: then I
grabbed an air brake bar and held
on," Livingston said. "I guess I
should have been killed.
"The train carried me about 35
yards before it stopped," he said.
Terry Dyckman, a junior philosophy major, who was riding with
Livingston, was thrown clear, but
received bruises and a pulled leg
muscle.

A one-week series of free classes
I.. train persons for work during
the Christmas rush will be presented through the joint efforts of
the Merchant’s Association of San
Jose, the San Jose Adult Education
Department and the San Jose
State Employment Service.
Applicants for the classes may

viewers from the State Employment Service Office.
schedule

The

of

training

ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
43 I. Saute Clara
Anserunww
_

is

Monday. "Importance of Good Human Relations in Selling." Tues-

111120 A)* AT/ll II

day, "Business Arithmetic in Review." Wednesday, "Accurate Record

We Insure Anyone!

Job Interview

.

Beauty Care
At Low, Low Prices

NOV. 5:
Lockheed :Missiles and Space Co.:
Aeronautical engineering, electrical
engineering, mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, mathematics, physics, chemistry and civil
engineering majors.

All work (Lime by
students

County of Los Angeles: Chemical
engineering, accounting and any
major with 30 units of basic
science.
DALMO victor:
gineering majors.

Electrical

under

qualified
supervision.

SULLIVAN BEAUTY COLLEGE

en-

Fireboard Paper Products Corp.:
Accounting, major or minor: industrial engineering, mechanical
engineering, chemical engineering,
chemistry or any major.

Legal action against the Southern Pacific Co., operators of the
rail line, is now being planned,
according to Livingston.
"The intersection was Unlit and
there were no signals or flares to ,
indicate freight cars were being ,
pushed across the street," Living- ,
ston claimed.
Livingston said he was drivin.
about 25 m.p.h. and the train %3
traveling about 10 m.p.h. when li.
was struck.
work on the lass t
suit has already started, accordin.z
to the biuised

Open 9-6 Daily
Thurs. & Fri. till 9
Sun, 12-5

6th week
specials

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
Special Studvnt Rates

3 mos.

Lightweight 3 Speed Deluxe Racers. In Blue only
Choose from Terrof

’18

Rick’s Bikes
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far
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Third & San Fernando

CH 8-8747
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boarding
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plus SS wk. 795.7220.
3 9529,
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219.
for students. Ph 248
Auto
- 1 2420. Chet Beilesy Ins. 385 S. Monroe St

2959955.
.S8
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insurance

Typing, all kinds. per pege.Foolnotes.
z.r,e1
rorrerrei 292 2346.

Regular 29 9, Ethyl 31.9 r o
P,1,1, 0.1 Co. efr ani Vv I
va.,1 goo Key. lOtt end Taylor.
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Experf typing term papers. Reports-man.- c..s a so eiitinq. 293-3085.
p
I
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TRANSPORTATION

Rominqt,

P.ie or riders , a,*
.

62 Fo,,f
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f1

..e88.e Sts
749 9540

Corea,

CLASSIFIED RATES:
line first insertion
25e
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

Bowling balls
795
o8e
4
RENTALS
Gera.. fur rent
WANTED
Rooms)* wanted - (. .1 4211 S. I297-2910 Of See manager,

TO PLACE AN AD:
Cell at Student Affairs Office Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order
No Phone Orders

Freshman, sophomore, Junior
pictures including mine will be
in the La Torre this year. Get
your new La Torre today. On
isle daily at Tower Hall, room
16.

La Torre for ’63
TH 16

$6.00

You’ll smoke with a fresh enthusiasm
when you discover the cool air softened -taste of Salem

menthol fresh

59.95
1.79
.89
1.59
2.45

2238 El Camino, Santa Clara
of Scott Blvd.)
North
(I Block
5iiiiiiiinininninnininininnininnuninninnin11111111111111111111111111111111..
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6.cod trans
R ,8

47.95

Peugeot, Bergimeisfer, Clubman and Vittoria

Peugeot Automata. In Yellow and Lilac only
Black, Rear Book Carriers. Reg. 2.75 Now
26 x 1 3/8 Tubes. Reg. 1.69 Now
26 x 1 3/8 Tires. Reg. 2.95 Now
Lightweight Saddles. Reg, 3.95 Now

.SE OUR "RENT
70 OWN PLAN"

BUSINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

CV 59516

115 West San Fernando St.

Class, La Torre phi,11 a.m.
vs..11011’, Recreation Association,
I
girl
nip.
H
vey: Pls PL 11.7h -FOR SALE
-As limning. \VG Pool,
,
.,8.7528 after 6:00 . ,
i nq boon aI Ti.,
;or sale
1 2 -.. - M’s. Clark.
S101i1.-11.S Reereation Association,
wemlepnd w.-.4 - 1,50
KAi. ,t,der., -.isni ill. 1;1/1,1 ’’...iiiimint.i. \VG Pool.
) -). 4‘h. Slao_k sale now in ...
7 p.11
Men ’i
PERSONALS
Education Ma VI 01111n
XK 120 F:oergl op rdstr Good
k.VG23, 7 p.m.
P71.1,1 lel. $427, AL 2 5563
Ce. Nan- jors,
S iperfluous hair rernorreo
v S, 1st, Cr’ 4 44.4
R.
1100.
y.z.ndition $850. CH HELP WANTED

’51 ’A.,. -Jeer
S -.0 356.48,69.
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INSURANCE
PROBLEMS?

Keeping and Cash Register
Instruction." Thursday and FriSpecial Rates for Safe Driiers
day, "Fundamentals of Selling,"
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
Sincluding the approach, getting
Stec tile IIIRIlrance sci, I..
illy customers to talk, meeting oh-770 Willow S3.
CV 7-:t54
sugges-1
and
closing
good
olives,
1.
on
made
E:
be
Appointments niust
f111( \ d
selling.
II.
Hull
previous
Tuesdays. one week
interviews, at the Placement Oflice, Adm234.

According to Livingston the motor scooter was completely demolished.

Preliminary

EXPERT SHOE REPAIR
CLEANING & DYEING
For Quick Dependable
Service Come fo

rich tobacco taste

modern filter, too

